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A B S T R A C T
Focal brain lesions disrupt resting-state functional connectivity, but the underlying structural mechanisms are
unclear. Here, we examined the direct and indirect effects of structural disconnections on resting-state functional
connectivity in a large sample of sub-acute stroke patients with heterogeneous brain lesions. We estimated the
impact of each patient’s lesion on the structural connectome by embedding the lesion in a diffusion MRI
streamline tractography atlas constructed using data from healthy individuals. We defined direct disconnections
as the loss of direct structural connections between two regions, and indirect disconnections as increases in the
shortest structural path length between two regions that lack direct structural connections. We then tested the
hypothesis that functional connectivity disruptions would be more severe for disconnected regions than for re-
gions with spared connections. On average, nearly 20% of all region pairs were estimated to be either directly or
indirectly disconnected by the lesions in our sample, and extensive disconnections were associated primarily with
damage to deep white matter locations. Importantly, both directly and indirectly disconnected region pairs
showed more severe functional connectivity disruptions than region pairs with spared direct and indirect con-
nections, respectively, although functional connectivity disruptions tended to be most severe between region pairs
that sustained direct structural disconnections. Together, these results emphasize the widespread impacts of focal
brain lesions on the structural connectome and show that these impacts are reflected by disruptions of the
functional connectome. Further, they indicate that in addition to direct structural disconnections, lesion-induced
increases in the structural shortest path lengths between indirectly structurally connected region pairs provide
information about the remote functional disruptions caused by focal brain lesions.
1. Introduction
Focal brain lesions that result from stroke and other neurological
disorders produce widespread disruptions of brain function that often
involve regions remote from the site of injury (Carrera and Tononi,
2014). The distributed functional consequences of focal brain lesions can
be measured non-invasively using resting-state fMRI functional connec-
tivity, a measure of the correlation between ongoing low-frequency
blood oxygen-level dependent signal fluctuations in different brain re-
gions (Biswal et al., 1995). Lesion-induced functional connectivity dis-
ruptions have been strongly associated with clinical deficits in multiple
cognitive and behavioral domains (Baldassarre et al., 2016), but it
remains unclear how they relate to the structural impact of the under-
lying lesion. Clarifying the nature of this relationship is thus an important
goal that has the potential to inform the development of new therapeutic
approaches that aim to restore normal brain function using techniques
such as non-invasive neurostimulation (Carrera and Tononi, 2014; Raffin
and Siebner, 2014), and beyond clinical relevance, also represents an
important step towards understanding how brain structure shapes brain
function.
We recently made progress towards this goal by demonstrating that
the severity of network-level functional connectivity disruptions
commonly observed after stroke, namely reductions of interhemispheric
integration within networks and ipsilesional segregation between
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networks, are more strongly related to lesion-induced structural discon-
nections of inter-regional white matter pathways than to lesion size,
location, or damage to putative critical grey matter hub regions (Griffis
et al., 2019). However, our results only hinted at the specific structural
features that provide information about when functional connectivity
disruptions are sustained between region pairs. For example, we
observed significant, albeit weak-to-moderate, connection-level corre-
spondences between the structural disconnection and functional con-
nectivity patterns that co-varied together across patients, suggesting that
a lesion that interrupts the direct structural connection between two
regions also tends to disrupt their functional connectivity (see Figure 7 of
Griffis et al., 2019). Here, we explicitly tested whether region pairs that
suffer a direct structural disconnection reliably show more severe dis-
ruptions of functional connectivity than region pairs with spared direct
structural connections.
Most lesion-induced disruptions of functional connectivity,
however, occur between regions that can only be connected by
traversing intermediate structural links. This suggests that many
functional connectivity disruptions may reflect the up/downstream
consequences of direct structural disconnections. Supporting this
view, a previous study of eleven stroke patients reported that
pontine lesions, which should damage intermediary connections
along the polysynaptic cortico-pontine-cerebellar pathway, disrupted
functional connectivity between somatomotor cortex and the
contralateral cerebellar hemisphere (Lu et al., 2011). Therefore, we
also sought to identify a structural feature that provides information
about the functional connectivity disruptions sustained by indirectly
structurally connected region pairs. The report by Lu et al. (2011)
suggests that disruptions of the shortest structural paths between
indirectly structurally connected region pairs might represent such a
feature. Importantly, shortest structural path lengths (SSPLs), which
correspond to the minimum number of direct structural links that
must be traversed to establish a structural pathway connecting a
region pair, have been previously shown to influence functional
connectivity in healthy individuals (Goni et al., 2014).
Here, we tested whether damage to the intermediary structural con-
nections along the shortest structural paths linking indirectly structurally
connected region pairs represents a general mechanism of lesion-induced
functional connectivity disruptions across the cortex. Specifically, we
tested whether indirectly structurally connected regions that exhibit
lesion-induced increases in SSPLs show disruptions of functional connec-
tivity attributable to this putative indirect structural disconnection (see
Fig. 1). Because a lesion that interrupts the direct structural connection
between two regions also increases their SSPL (i.e. from one to greater than
one), the SSPL measure allowed a unified treatment of both directly and
indirectly structurally connected region pairs (Fig. 1). Accordingly, we also
compared the magnitudes of the functional connectivity disruptions
associated with direct vs. indirect structural disconnections.
2. Methods
2.1. Participant information
Written informed consent was obtained prior to enrolling subjects in
the study. Study procedures were performed in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki ethical principles and approved by the Institu-
tional Review Board at Washington University in St. Louis. The complete
data collection protocol is described in complete detail elsewhere (Cor-
betta et al., 2015). Data from 132 first-time stroke patients with clinical
evidence of impairment and data from 36 demographically matched
healthy controls were considered for inclusion in the analyses. Patients
were scanned within the first three weeks of stroke onset (mean time
since stroke ¼ 13.09 days, SD ¼ 4.75 days). Patients with previous
strokes were not included. After applying quality controls (described in
Section 2.7), data from a total of 114 patients and 24 controls were
included in the study. Of the included patients, 67% had ischemic
strokes, 14% had hemorrhagic strokes, and 19% had other stroke etiol-
ogies (e.g. hemorrhagic conversion, vertebral artery dissection, etc.).
Additional demographic information is provided in Table 1.
Data and code availability statement: The full set of neuroimaging
data (along with behavioral data) are available at http://cnda.wustl.edu
/app/template/Login, and specific data and scripts are available upon
request to the authors.
2.2. Neuroimaging data collection
Neuroimaging data were collected at the Washington University
School of Medicine using a Siemens 3T Tim-Trio scanner with a 12-
Fig. 1. Defining direct and indirect structural disconnections. (a) The brain on the left shows a simple network where regions A and D are directly structurally
connected to each other (yellow line), and therefore have an SSPL equal to 1. The brain on the right shows the SSPL (yellow line) between regions A and D after the
direct structural connection has been disrupted by a lesion (red X): the SSPL between regions A and D is now 2 because the shortest path passes through region C. This
is an example of how direct structural disconnections increase SSPLs between disconnected regions. (b) The brain on the left shows an alternative network config-
uration where regions A and D are indirectly structurally connected to each other via mutual connections to region C (yellow line), and therefore have an SSPL equal to
2. The brain on the right shows the SSPL (yellow line) between regions A and D after the structural connection between regions A and C has been disrupted by a lesion
(red X): the SSPL between regions A and D is now 3 because the shortest path passes through both regions B and C. This is an example of how a direct structural
disconnection can increase SSPLs between indirectly structurally connected regions, which we refer to here as an “indirect structural disconnection”.
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channel head coil. We obtained sagittal T1-weighted MP-RAGE (TR ¼
1950 msec; TE ¼ 2.26 msec, flip angle ¼ 90; voxel dimensions ¼
1.0x1.0  1.0 mm), transverse T2-weighted turbo spin-echo (TR ¼ 2500
msec; TE¼ 43msec; voxel dimensions¼ 1 1 1), sagittal T2-weighted
FLAIR (TR ¼ 750 msec; TE ¼ 32 msec; voxel dimensions ¼ 1.5x1.5  1.5
mm) and gradient echo EPI (TR ¼ 2000 msec; TE ¼ 2 msec; 32 contig-
uous slices; 4  4 mm in-plane resolution) resting-state functional MRI
scans from each subject. Participants were instructed to fixate on a small
centrally-located white fixation cross that was presented against a black
background on a screen at the back of the magnet bore. An Eyelink 1000
eye-tracking device (SR Research) was used to monitor eye status (i.e.
eyes opened/closed) during each functional MRI run. We obtained be-
tween six and eight resting-state scans (128 vol each) from each partic-
ipant (~30 min total).
2.3. Lesion identification
The Analyze software package (Robb and Hanson, 1991) was used to
manually segment lesions on structural MRI. Specifically, the
T2-weighted and FLAIR scans were co-registered to the T1-weighted
scan, and the T1-weighted scan was then linearly registered to atlas
space using FSL’s FLIRT tool. The linear transformation was then applied
to the co-registered structural scans, and the different structural scans
were used in conjunction for lesion segmentation to ensure that lesions
were completely segmented. Surrounding vasogenic edema was included
in the lesion definition if present. Two board certified neurologists
(Maurizio Corbetta and Alexandre Carter) reviewed all segmentations,
and segmentations were also reviewed a second time by MC. The final
segmentations were converted to binary lesion masks, resampled to have
isotropic voxel resolution, and then used to mask out lesioned voxels
during non-linear registration of the T1-weighted scan to MNI atlas space
via FSL’s FNIRT tool. The resulting non-linear transformation was then
applied to the lesion mask to obtain the final MNI-registered lesion
segmentation. The group-level lesion overlap map is shown in Fig. 2. The
number of lacunar infarcts observed on MRI was also recorded for each
patient, and the severity of periventricular white matter disease was
rated according to the 9-point scale described by Kuller and colleagues
(Kuller et al., 2004), as described in a previous publication on this dataset
(Corbetta et al., 2015). These data are summarized in Table 1. Full
patient-level lesion, lacunar infarct, and white matter disease severity
data can be found in Supplementary Table 6 of (Corbetta et al., 2015).
2.4. Regional parcellation
We parcellated the cortex according to the Gordon333 resting-state
functional MRI parcellation (https://sites.wustl.edu/petersenschlaggarl
ab/resources/). This parcellation contains 333 cortical regions that are
each assigned to 1 of 13 large-scale resting-state networks (Gordon et al.,
2016). As in previous analyses of this dataset, 9 regions were excluded for
having very low numbers of vertices (Griffis et al., 2019; Siegel et al.,
2018, 2016). Surface-based functional connectivity analyses were per-
formed using the remaining 324 regional parcels.
A set of 35 sub-cortical and cerebellar regions were also defined to
enable a thorough quantification of damage and disconnection. 34 re-
gions corresponding to portions of the cerebellum, thalamus, and basal
ganglia were taken from the automatic anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas
(Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). An additional region corresponding to
the brainstem was taken from the Harvard-Oxford Subcortical Atlas. The
“dilate” command in DSI_studio (http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org/) was
used to dilate the cortical regions by 2 mm to increase the sensitivity of
subsequent region-to-region structural connectivity analyses (Van Den
Heuvel et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2011). This also led to a more liberal
definition of cortical damage, since the dilated regions extended slightly
beneath the pial surface (Pustina et al., 2017). The volume-based
regional parcels are illustrated in Fig. 3a (left), and the surface-based
cortical parcels are illustrated in Fig. 4a.
2.5. Structural connectome atlas
We created a structural connectome atlas using a publicly available
diffusion MRI streamline tractography atlas (http://brain.labsolver.o









Number of Lacunar Infarcts
(Mean/SD)




52.4/10.2 58 F, 56
M
106 R, 8 L 13.3/2.8 54 R, 60 L 1.5/2.6 1.14/1.50
Controls (N ¼
24)
54.5/13.5 12 F, 12
M
23 R, 1 L 13.5/2.1 N/A N/A N/A
SD: Standard Deviation, M: Male, F: Female, R: Right, L: Left.
Fig. 2. Group-level lesion topography. Color intensities indicate the number of patients with overlapping lesions at each voxel in the brain (max ¼ 18).
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resolution diffusion MRI data collected from 842 healthy Human Con-
nectome Project participants (Yeh et al., 2018) (Fig. 3a, right). These data
were accessed under the WU-Minn HCP open access data use term. The
tractography atlas contained expert-vetted streamline trajectories in MNI
space, and each streamline was assigned to 1 of 66 macroscale white
matter pathways (e.g. arcuate fasciculus, cortico-spinal tract, corpus
callosum, etc.).
MATLAB scripts implementing functions from the DSI_studio soft-
ware package was used to define the normative pairwise structural
connectome based on the tractography atlas (Fig. 3b, left). We first
combined the various streamline bundles from the tractography atlas
(e.g. short-range U-fibers, callosal projections, etc.) into a single .trk file
that included all streamlines associated with each of the fiber pathways
in the atlas. We then extracted all pairwise structural connections,
defined as streamlines that bilaterally terminated (i.e. began and ended)
within any pair of the 359 volume-based regions, to create a 359x359
structural connectivity adjacency matrix where each cell quantified the
number of streamlines connecting a region pair. The close proximity of
ventral visual and dorsal cerebellar regions led to a few dorsal cerebellar
streamlines terminating within the dilated ventral visual regions, and so
any connections between the visual cortex and cerebellum were
removed.
A breadth-first search algorithm, implemented in the breadthdist
function provided with the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov and
Sporns, 2010) for MATLAB was then applied to the binarized structural
connectivity matrix to obtain a matrix of pairwise SSPLs (Fig. 3b, right),
Fig. 3. Structural disconnection data. (a) The regional parcels and tractography atlas. (b) Left – Cortical SC matrix derived from the tractography atlas and regional
parcels. Right – Cortical SSPL matrix derived from the atlas SC matrix. Atlas SSPL values are integers ranging from 1 to 6. Directly structurally connected regions have
SSPLs equal to 1. Cortical regions are organized by hemisphere within each matrix, and the horizontal and vertical black lines on each matrix divide the matrix into
quadrants corresponding to intra-LH connections (upper left quadrant), interhemispheric connections (bottom left and upper right quadrants), and intra-RH con-
nections (lower right quadrant). Cortical regions are further organized according to their a priori resting-state network assignments from cortical parcellation as
indicated by the colored bars along the edges of each matrix and the legend at the bottom of the figure. The light grey lines extending from the tick marks between
these colored bars form “boxes” delineating portions of each matrix corresponding to different sets of within-network (i.e. on-diagonal “boxes” within each quadrant)
and between-network (i.e. off-diagonal “boxes” within each quadrant) connections. (c) Lesion segmentation (left) and affected streamlines (right) for a single patient
overlaid on that patient’s T2-weighted scan. (d) Left – spared cortical direct structural connections (red) and direct cortical structural disconnections (black – direct
SDC) for the patient shown in (c). Right – spared cortical SSPLs (colored), indirect cortical structural disconnections (grey – indirect SDC), and direct cortical structural
disconnections (black– direct SDC) are shown for the same patient shown in (c). Patient SSPLs values are integers ranging from 1 to 6þ (max ¼ infinity, where infinity
indicates that no shortest paths exist). The upper left quadrants in the matrices shown in (d) correspond to connections within the contralesional hemisphere, which
were not directly damaged by the right hemisphere lesion. Note: SSPL calculations also considered cortico-subcortical connections, but these connections are not
shown in the matrices above. All brain images are shown in neurological convention (i.e. the left side of the brain is on the left).
J.C. Griffis et al. NeuroImage 210 (2020) 116589
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where each cell quantified the minimum number of structural connec-
tions that needed to be traversed to establish a structural path between
each region pair (Goni et al., 2014). A total of 15 cortical regions had
undefined SSPLs, and so they were excluded from further analyses.
2.6. Structural connectivity measures
MATLAB scripts implementing functions from the DSI_studio soft-
ware package were used to estimate the expected direct structural dis-
connections for each patient by intersecting the MNI-registered lesion
mask with streamline tractography atlas (Fig. 3c). For each patient, all
streamlines that intersected the lesion were extracted into a 359x359
direct structural disconnection matrix where each cell quantified the
number of streamlines between each region pair that intersected the
lesion. The direct structural disconnection matrix was then subtracted
from the atlas-derived structural connectivity matrix to obtain a spared
structural connection matrix where each cell quantified the number of
streamlines between each region pair that were spared by the lesion. The
direct structural disconnection and spared structural connection matrices
were then normalized by dividing each cell by the corresponding number
of streamlines in the atlas structural connectivity matrix so that each cell
in the normalized spared structural connection and direct structural
disconnection matrices quantified the proportion of streamlines between
each region pair that was spared vs. directly disconnected by the lesion,
respectively. Each matrix was then binarized by setting all non-zero
values to 1. To ensure that our results were not dependent on the
binarization threshold, we also performed our main analyses using a
binarization threshold of 50% disconnection relative to the atlas
(Fig. S4b) Example direct structural disconnections and spared structural
connections are shown for an example patient in Fig. 3d.
For each patient, a patient-specific SSPL matrix was created by
applying the breadthdist function to that patient’s spared connection
matrix. The atlas SSPL matrix was then subtracted from the patient-
specific SSPL matrix to obtain an SSPL difference matrix where cells
corresponding to region pairs with preserved SSPLs had values equal to
0 and cells corresponding to region pairs with increased SSPLs had values
greater than 0. The SSPL difference matrix was then binarized so that all
cells corresponding to region pairs with increased SSPLs had values of 1.
Values for all cells that corresponded to directly structurally connected
region pairs were set to 0 so that 1-valued cells in the resulting matrix
corresponded to structurally un-connected region pairs that sustained
indirect disconnections. A spared indirect connection matrix was
then created where all cells that corresponded to structurally un-
connected region pairs with spared SSPLs had values equal to 1. All
Fig. 4. Functional connectivity disruptions. (a) Cortical regions are shown on the cortical surface and are color-coded by network assignment. (b) The transformation
of a raw functional connectivity matrix to a functional connectivity z-score matrix is illustrated for the same patient shown in Fig. 3c and d. The bars on matrix axes
correspond to the cortical functional connectivity network assignments shown in the legend at the top of the figure.
J.C. Griffis et al. NeuroImage 210 (2020) 116589
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subsequent analyses involving these matrices utilized only the above-
diagonal elements (i.e. upper triangles) of each matrix. Example SSPLs
and indirect structural disconnections are shown for an example patient
in Fig. 3d.
2.7. fMRI data processing
The following steps were used to preprocess the fMRI data: slice-
timing correction using sinc interpolation, correction of inter-slice in-
tensity differences resulting from interleaved acquisition, normalization
of whole-brain intensity values to a mode of 1000, correction for
distortion via synthetic field map estimation, and within- and between-
scan spatial re-alignment. The fMRI data were re-aligned, co-registered
to the corresponding structural scans, registered to atlas space using both
linear and nonlinear registration procedures, and resampled to 3 mm
cubic voxel resolution.
Additional preprocessing was employed to remove contributions
from non-neural sources of signal variance. The six head motion pa-
rameters obtained from rigid body correction were regressed from the
data along with the global whole-brain signal and signals from CSF and
white matter tissue compartments that were extracted using FreeSurfer
tissue segmentations (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 1999). Band-pass
filtering (0.009 < f < 0.08 Hz) was applied to retain low-frequency
fluctuations. Frame censoring was applied using a 0.5 mm framewise
displacement threshold, and frames that succeeded high-motion frames
were also censored to reduce artifacts related to head motion (Power
et al., 2014). For each run, the first four frames were discarded to allow
for the scanner to reach steady-state magnetization.
Cortical surfaces were generated and fMRI data were further pro-
cessed according to previously published procedures (Glasser et al.,
2013) with some modifications to improve processing of lesioned brains
(Siegel et al., 2017). Anatomical surfaces were obtained from the
T1-weighted scans using Freesurfer (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 1999)
and were visually inspected to ensure quality. For patients with failed
registrations/segmentations, the linearly atlas-registered T1-weighted
scans were modified by replacing lesioned voxels with normal tissue
voxels from the structural atlas, and the inverse transformation was
applied to return the modified volume to native space. The regis-
tration/segmentation procedures were then re-run, and the modified
voxels were masked out after running the procedures as described in a
previous publication on approaches to studying functional connectivity
after stroke (Siegel et al., 2017).
Each hemisphere was resampled to 164,000 vertices, and the two
hemispheres were registered to each other (Van Essen et al., 2001) before
down-sampling to 32,000 vertices per hemisphere. Ribbon-constrained
sampling (implemented in Connectome Workbench) was utilized to
sample each subject’s fMRI data on the corresponding individual surface.
Any voxels with coefficients of variation >0.5 standard deviations above
the mean within a 5 mm sigma Gaussian neighborhood were not
included in the mapping from volume to surface (Glasser et al., 2013).
As in our previous work (Griffis et al., 2019), subjects were included if
they had at least 180 usable frames of functional MRI data remaining
after motion scrubbing. Data from a total of 18 patients and 9 controls
were excluded due to failure to meet this criterion, and data from the
remaining 114 patients and 24 controls were included in subsequent
analyses.
2.8. Functional connectivity
Pairwise functional connectivity matrices were constructed by
correlating the mean (i.e. across all within-region vertices) post-
processed BOLD timeseries from each surface region with that of each
other region in the brain. Fisher z-transformation was then applied to the
resulting linear correlation values to obtain 324x324 pairwise functional
connectivity matrices for each patient and control. Any vertices that fell
within the boundaries of the lesion were excluded from functional
connectivity estimation. Any regions with less than 60 vertices remaining
after accounting for the lesion were completely excluded by setting the
corresponding values to NaN as in previous work (Siegel et al., 2016,
2018; Griffis et al., 2019). All subsequent analyses were performed using
only the above-diagonal elements (i.e. upper triangle) of the functional
connectivity matrices.
Patient functional connectivity matrices were converted to z-score
matrices by subtracting the control mean functional connectivity matrix
and dividing the result by the control standard deviation functional
connectivity matrix (Fig. 4b). Each cell in the resulting matrices therefore
quantified the distances (in standard deviation units) between the
observed patient functional connectivity values and the expected values
from the control group, with values closer to zero indicating more
“normal” functional connectivity and with values farther from zero
indicating more “abnormal” functional connectivity. This step was per-
formed to account for the fact that the “normal”magnitudes of functional
connectivity values vary considerably across edges in the functional
connectome (e.g. see the healthy control matrix in Fig. 4b), and to ac-
count for the fact that the sets of edges that are directly/indirectly
disconnected vary across patients due to the fact that lesion sizes and
locations are heterogeneous (Fig. 2).
2.9. Statistical analyses
We first assessed the relationship between the extents of direct vs.
indirect disconnections sustained across patients. This was accomplished
by linearly regressing the total number of region pairs that sustained
direct disconnections on the number of region pairs that sustained in-
direct disconnections. Linear regressions were also performed to assess
the relationships between direct/indirect disconnection extents and
lesion volume.
We also assessed whether particular lesion foci were associated with
more extensive disconnections across patients. Since the extent of direct
disconnections was strongly related to the extent of indirect disconnec-
tions (see Section 3.2, Fig. 5c), we defined a combined total disconnec-
tion extent measure as the total number of direct and indirect
disconnections estimated to be caused by each patient’s lesion. We then
assigned this total disconnection extent measure as the response variable
in a multivariate partial least squares regression (PLSR) model (Wold
et al., 2001) where the predictors were vectorized lesion maps that were
stacked on top of each other to form a patient-by-voxel lesion predictor
matrix. To adjust for the effects of lesion volume, we employed the direct
total lesion volume control (DTLVC) technique, which normalizes each
patient’s lesion map to have a unit norm of 1 by dividing the values in
each map by the square root of the lesion volume (Zhang et al., 2014).
Because PLSR performs a dual decomposition of the predictor and
response variables and fits the model using a pre-specified number of
predictor components, the number of predictor components is a
hyper-parameter of the model that must be determined in a principled
way (Abdi, 2010a). Here, as in our previous publication employing the
PLSR approach (Griffis et al., 2019), we accomplished this by using a
leave-one-out (i.e., jack-knife) procedure to identify the optimal number
of predictor components and minimize overfitting. This procedure con-
sisted of sequentially adding predictor components until doing so
increased the sum of squared prediction errors for the held-out cases, as
this is indicative of model overfitting (Abdi, 2010a). After determining
the optimal number of predictor components using the leave-one-out
procedure, which in this case was determined to be 5, we then fit a
final PLSR model to the full dataset using the optimal number of pre-
dictor components (Abdi, 2010a; Krishnan et al., 2011). To identify
lesion foci that significantly predicted total disconnection extent, we
used bootstrap resampling (1000 iterations) to estimate family-wise error
(FWE) corrected 95% confidence intervals on the final model regression
weights for each voxel in the predictor matrix (Krishnan et al., 2011)
according to the bias-corrected and accelerated method (Efron and Tib-
shirani, 1986). To characterize lesion foci that were most strongly related
J.C. Griffis et al. NeuroImage 210 (2020) 116589
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to lesion volume, this same approach (without the dTLVC procedure) was
repeated using lesion volume as the response variable (Fig. S1). A total of
92 patients who suffered at least one direct cortico-cortical structure
disconnection were included in these analyses, and analyses were
restricted to voxels that were damaged in at least 3 patients. A more
detailed description of the PLSR lesion-mapping approach can be found
in the Methods section of our previous publication (Griffis et al., 2019),
and more detailed descriptions of PLSR within the context of neuro-
imaging can be found in previous reviews (Krishnan et al., 2011).
Prior to performing analyses relating patient functional connectivity
disruptions to direct and indirect structural disconnections, we aimed to
replicate the previously reported dependence of normal functional con-
nectivity on SSPLs using data from the control group (Fig. S2). We first
assigned each functional connection in the brain to one of four categories
based on its resting-state network (i.e. within-network vs. between-
network) and hemispheric (i.e. interhemispheric vs. intrahemispheric)
connection types. Within-network connections therefore corresponded to
connections between parcels affiliated with the same resting-state
network, while between-network connections corresponded to connec-
tions between regions affiliated with different resting-state networks.
Similarly, intrahemispheric connections corresponded to connections
between regions in the same hemisphere, while interhemispheric con-
nections corresponded to connections between regions in different
hemispheres. For each control participant, we extracted the mean func-
tional connectivity values for region pairs with SSPLs equal to 1, 2, 3, and
4þ within each connection type category. For each connection type
category, we then performed one-way repeated measures ANOVAs with a
factor of SSPL to determine whether mean functional connectivity for
that connection type category varied systematically across SSPLs in the
control group (Fig. S1a). Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to
the degrees of freedom to account for violations of the sphericity
assumption (Abdi, 2010b). Because functional connectivity has been
shown to depend partially on spatial distance (Goni et al., 2014), these
analyses were also repeated after regressing out the effects of
log-transformed inter-regional Euclidean distances (computed based on
the centroid coordinates for each region pair) on inter-regional func-
tional connectivity strengths (Fig. S2b). The log transformation was
applied because this increased the linearity of the relationship between
Euclidean distances and mean functional connectivity in the control
group (transformed: r ¼ 0.45, untransformed: r ¼ 0.37).
Finally, for each patient, the mean functional connectivity z-scores
were separately computed for sets of regions with spared direct structural
connections, direct structural disconnections, spared indirect connec-
tions, and indirect structural connections with positive vs. negative signs
in the control mean functional connectivity matrix. The resulting values
were then entered into a three-way repeated measures ANOVA with
factors of normative functional connectivity sign, connection type, and
connection status. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was again applied to
the degrees of freedom to account for violations of the sphericity
assumption. Dependent samples t-tests were used to follow up the sig-
nificant three-way interaction effect. Bonferroni-Holm correction was
used to control the family-wise error rate at 0.05 (Aickin and Gensler,
1996). These analyses were also performed after summarizing
patient-level functional connectivity z-scores by different network (i.e.
Fig. 5. Focal brain lesions disrupt the structural connectome. (a) The blue histogram shows the distribution of SSPLs in the atlas-derived structural connectome. The
red histogram shows the distribution of SSPLs in patients. Short SSPLs are decreased and long SSPLs are increased in patients relative to the atlas-derived structural
connectome. (b) Distributions and means/standard deviations are shown for the proportion of disconnected direct and indirect cortico-cortical structural connections
in the subset of patients that sustained at least one direct cortico-cortical disconnection (n ¼ 92). (c) The scatterplot shows the relationship between the total number
of direct disconnections (x-axis) and the total number of indirect disconnections (y-axis) in patients. Dots correspond to individual patients, and dot sizes are pro-
portional to lesion volumes. The inset plot shows the amount of variance in direct (D) and indirect (I) disconnection extents explained by lesion volume. (d) Voxels
where damage significantly (FWEp<0.05) predicted the total disconnection extent in a multivariate PLSR lesion-mapping analysis with direct total lesion volume
control (dTLVC). Color intensities correspond to re-scaled (proportional to the maximum value) regression weight magnitudes for voxels that predicted greater total
disconnection extents. See also Fig. S1.
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within-network and between-network) and hemispheric (i.e. interhemi-
spheric and intrahemispheric) connection types (Fig. S3).
Additional analyses were performed to determine the influence of
arbitrary parameter choices on our results (Fig. S4). To ensure that our
results were not dependent on the inclusion of partially damaged parcels
in the main analyses, we repeated the analyses while excluding all
damaged parcels (Fig. S4a). To ensure that our results were not depen-
dent on the threshold for determining direct structural disconnections,
we repeated the analyses using a 50% threshold for determining direct
structural disconnections (Fig. S4b). To ensure that our results were not
dependent on the inclusion of patients with severe hemodynamic lags,
we computed voxel-wise lags with respect to the global grey matter
signal (Siegel et al., 2015), and we repeated our analyses after excluding
patients with mean interhemispheric hemodynamic lag differences
greater than 2 standard deviations from the control mean (Fig. S4c).
Finally, to ensure that our results were not dependent on the use of
healthy controls as the reference group for computing functional con-
nectivity z-scores (i.e., that they did not reflect a general consequence of
stroke), we repeated the analyses using a subset of 22 patients who did
not sustain any direct cortico-cortical disconnections as the reference
group (Fig. S4d). These additional analyses all produced highly similar
results to the main analyses reported in the text, indicating that our re-
sults did not depend on these analysis choices.
3. Results
3.1. Lesions have widespread impacts on direct and indirect structural
connections
Lesion-induced direct structural disconnections should lead to
increased SSPLs relative to the normative values derived from the HCP
tractography atlas (Fig. 1b), and accordingly, patients showed reductions
in short (i.e.< 3) SSPLs and increases in long (i.e.> 4) SSPLs relative to the
atlas values (Fig. 5a). To characterize the extents of direct and indirect
structural disconnections caused by the lesions in our sample, wemeasured
the proportions of directly and indirectly structurally connected region
pairs that sustained direct and indirect structural disconnections, respec-
tively. On average across the subset of patients that sustained at least one
direct cortico-cortical structural disconnection (n ¼ 92), 19.03% of all
region pairs with direct cortico-cortical structural connections were esti-
mated to sustain direct structural disconnections and 20.0% of all region
pairs with indirect cortico-cortical structural connections were estimated
to sustain indirect structural disconnections (Fig. 5b). These observations
indicate that focal brain lesions often have widespread effects on the direct
and indirect structural pathways in the brain.
Across patients, the total number of indirect structural disconnections
was strongly related to the total number of direct structural disconnections
(R2 ¼ 0.78, p < 0.001), indicating that patients with more extensive direct
structural disconnections also suffered more extensive indirect structural
disconnections (Fig. 5c). Consistent with the expectation that larger le-
sions would tend to produce more widespread effects on the structural
connectome, lesion volume accounted for significant amounts of variance
in the extent of both direct (R2¼0.59, p < 0.001) and indirect (R2¼0.61, p
< 0.001) disconnections (Fig. 5c – inset plot). However, as indicated by
the sizeable portions of unexplained variance in direct and indirect
disconnection extents (~40%), disconnection extents were only partly
determined by lesion size. Accordingly, lesion foci that were identified as
significant predictors of total (i.e. direct plus indirect) disconnection
extent by the multivariate PLSR lesion-mapping analysis were primarily
located within the frontal, temporal, and parietal deep white matter
(Fig. 5d – red voxels).
3.2. Direct and indirect structural disconnections disrupt functional
connectivity
Previous work has shown that normal functional connectivity
strengths vary as a function of SSPLs (Goni et al., 2014). Thus, prior to
evaluating the effects of direct and indirect structural disconnections on
functional connectivity in the patient group, we replicated the previously
reported relationship between functional connectivity strengths and
SSPLs using the data from our control group. As shown in Fig. S2, average
functional connectivity strengths varied reliably as a function of SSPLs
for both interhemispheric and intrahemispheric functional connections
that were both within and between resting-state networks, and this effect
was independent of inter-regional distances.
Next, we proceeded to assess and compare the relative effects of direct
and indirect structural disconnections on functional connectivity in the
patient group. We performed a three-way repeated-measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) to compare mean functional connectivity z-scores
among sets of regions with different structural connection types (i.e.
direct vs. indirect), structural connection statuses (i.e. spared vs.
disconnected), and normative functional connectivity signs as indicated
by the mean control functional connectivity matrix (i.e. positive vs.
negative; see Fig. 4b; Fig. 6a,c) in the patient group. Normative func-
tional connectivity signs were included as a factor because prior work has
shown that lesion-induced disruptions of positive and negative functional
connections tend to be in opposite directions (Baldassarre et al., 2014;
Griffis et al., 2019; Lim et al., 2014; Siegel et al., 2016), and this allowed
us to avoid mixing effects that we expected a priori to differ in direc-
tionality. Within-network functional connections overwhelmingly had
positive signs, while the signs of between-network functional connec-
tions varied depending on the specific networks in question (Fig. 6a,c).
The three-way ANOVA, which included 84 patients with valid data
for all factor combinations, revealed a significant three-way interaction
of connection status, connection type, and normative FC sign (Green-
house-Geisser corrected F.34,27.54 ¼ 28.09, p < 0.001). We therefore
performed follow-up dependent samples t-tests with Bonferroni-Holm
correction to further interrogate the effects of interest while controlling
the family-wise error rate at 0.05 (Aickin and Gensler, 1996). For positive
functional connections (Fig. 6a), mean functional connectivity z-scores
were significantly more negative for regions that sustained structural
disconnections than for regions with spared structural connections
(Fig. 6b). While this effect was observed for both direct and indirect
structural disconnection types, the effect was greater for direct structural
disconnections than for indirect structural disconnections (Fig. 6b, right
plot). For negative functional connections (Fig. 6c), mean functional
connectivity z-scores were significantly more positive for regions that
sustained structural disconnections than for regions with spared sus-
tained connections (Fig. 6d). While this effect was again observed for
both direct and indirect structural disconnection types, the magnitudes of
direct and indirect structural disconnection effects on mean functional
connectivity z-scores did not significantly differ for negative functional
connections (Fig. 6d, right plot). These results support the conclusion
that lesion-induced structural disconnections of intermediary structural
connections represent a general mechanism underlying lesion-induced
functional connectivity disruptions between indirectly structurally con-
nected region pairs across the brain.
Consistent effects of direct and indirect structural disconnections on
functional connectivity were also observed when data were further
summarized by network (within vs. between) and hemispheric (inter-
hemispheric vs. intrahemispheric) connection types (Fig. S3). Supple-
mental analyses further indicated that the observed results could not be
attributed to regional GM damage, vascular/hemodynamic abnormalities
as reflected by large interhemispheric hemodynamic lag differences
(Siegel et al., 2015, 2017), or the use of healthy controls as a reference
population for defining “normal” functional connectivity (Fig. S4).
4. Discussion
It has long been recognized that focal brain lesions have distributed
functional consequences (Carrera and Tononi, 2014). Over the past
decade, a number of studies have documented lesion-induced disruptions
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of resting-state functional connectivity (Eldaief et al., 2016; Gratton
et al., 2012; Nomura et al., 2010; Ovadia-Caro et al., 2013; Yuan et al.,
2017) and linked them to behavioral deficits in clinical populations
(Carter et al., 2010; He et al., 2007; Park et al., 2011; Siegel et al., 2016;
Tang et al., 2016). Here, we aimed to clarify how these widespread
disruptions of functional connectivity relate to the effects of the lesion on
the underlying structural connectome.
Our results show that focal brain lesions have wide-reaching effects
on both direct and indirect structural connections, such that roughly one-
fifth of all region pairs in the brain were estimated to have suffered either
direct or indirect structural connections on average in our patient sample
(Fig. 5a–c). The results of our multivariate lesion-mapping analysis
further indicate that extensive lesion-induced disconnections are asso-
ciated with damage to portions of the deep white matter in the frontal,
temporal, and parietal lobes (Fig. 5d), including regions that have pre-
viously been identified as putative “white matter bottlenecks” where
multiple fiber pathways converge in the frontal and temporal deep white
matter (Corbetta et al., 2015; Griffis et al., 2017a, 2017b; Mirman et al.,
2015a, 2015b; Turken and Dronkers, 2011). Importantly, our results
show that these lesion-induced changes in the structural connectome are
biologically relevant, as they are reflected by disruptions of resting-state
functional connectivity between both directly and indirectly discon-
nected regions. Altogether, the current results indicate that
lesion-induced structural disconnections exert a combination of direct
and indirect effects on the structural connectome that disrupt ongoing
inter-regional signaling and manifest as disruptions of resting-state
functional connectivity.
4.1. Functional connectivity depends on direct and indirect structural
connections
Previous work has shown that normal functional connectivity de-
pends on both the direct and indirect structural connections between
brain regions (Adachi et al., 2011; Goni et al., 2014; Honey and Sporns,
2009; Misic et al., 2016). In the healthy brain, it has been observed that
functional connectivity tends to be strongest between regions with direct
connections (i.e. SSPLs ¼ 1) and weakest between regions with long
SSPLs (Goni et al., 2014). Importantly, we were able to replicate previ-
ously reported SSPL effects on functional connectivity in our healthy
control data (Fig. S2), providing additional support for the conclusion
that structural connections, both direct and indirect, shape normal
functional connectivity patterns. Nonetheless, other factors such as the
network embedding of structural paths likely also play important roles in
determining normative functional connectivity (Goni et al., 2014;
Osmanlıoglu et al., 2019).
We note that common graph theoretical measures that summarize the
efficiency of information transfer within local networks (i.e. local effi-
ciency) and at the level of the whole network (i.e. global efficiency) are
also based on information about the shortest path lengths between nodes
in the network (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). However, while measures
such as local and global efficiency summarize the topological features of
local and global networks, respectively, shortest path lengths provide
information about the topological distances between each pair of nodes
in the network. Here, we were interested in identifying pairs of nodes
without direct structural connections that showed (presumed) increases
Fig. 6. Effects of direct and indirect disconnection on functional connectivity. (a–b) Results for positive functional connections. (a) The matrix shows positive
functional connections from the mean control functional connectivity matrix in red. The analyses shown in (b) were restricted to these connections. (b) Left – Dis-
tributions of mean patient-level functional connectivity z-scores (y-axis) for each connection status (blue vs. red boxplots) and connection type (x-axis). Grey line plots
correspond to individual patient observations, and black line plots show group-level means. Right – Data are summarized to show group-level mean (þ/ SEM)
differences in functional connectivity z-scores (y-axis) between regions with disconnected vs. spared direct and indirect connections (x-axis). (c–d) Results for negative
functional connections. (c) The matrix shows negative functional connections from the mean control functional connectivity matrix in blue. The analyses shown in (d)
were restricted to these connections. (d) Same as (b), but for negative functional connections. *dependent samples t-test FWEp<0.004. See also Figs. S3–S4.
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in topological distances due to a lesion’s expected impacts on the struc-
tural connectome, which is why we utilized SSPLs in our analyses.
4.2. Disruptions of the structural connectome are reflected in the functional
connectome
Despite the clear dependence of functional connectivity on structural
connectivity in the healthy brain, most prior empirical work relating
lesion-induced disruptions of functional connectivity to the underlying
structural damage has focused on the effects of damage to grey matter
regions with particular functional network affiliations (Eldaief et al.,
2016; Nomura et al., 2010; Ovadia-Caro et al., 2013) or hub-like func-
tional connectivity profiles (Gratton et al., 2012). In contrast, we recently
reported that information about direct structural disconnections is su-
perior to information about lesion size, lesion location, or damage to
putative hub regions for explaining core network-level functional con-
nectivity disruptions associated with stroke (Griffis et al., 2019). The
results reported here extend our previous work by showing that direct
structural connections reliably disrupt resting-state functional connec-
tivity between the disconnected region pairs (Fig. 6, see “direct”).
Importantly, they also extend previous work on the up/downstream
consequences of focal brain lesions (Lu et al., 2011) by showing that
damage to intermediary structural connections along the shortest path
linking indirectly structurally connected region pairs represents a general
mechanism underlying lesion-induced functional connectivity disrup-
tions across the cortex (Fig. 6, see “indirect”).
Direct structural disconnections tended to produce more severe
functional connectivity disruptions than indirect structural disconnec-
tions for positive functional connections (Fig. 6a). The results of our
supplemental analyses suggest that this effect was likely driven primarily
by interhemispheric disconnections (Fig. S3b), which are known to rely
heavily on direct anatomical projections (Johnston et al., 2008; Roland
et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2015). This suggests that the relative magnitudes
of functional connectivity disruptions that result from direct and indirect
disconnections likely depend on the nature of the affected connections.
Determining what factors influence the relative vulnerabilities of
different types of functional connections to direct and indirect discon-
nections is therefore an important goal for future studies on this topic.
Recent studies have shown that lesion-induced direct structural dis-
connections are associated with neurodegenerative changes in directly
disconnected cortical areas (Cheng et al., 2019; Duering et al., 2015;
Foulon et al., 2018; Kuceyeski et al., 2014). For example, cortical thin-
ning has been reported to occur in both directly disconnected areas
(Duering et al., 2015) and in their contralateral homologues (Cheng
et al., 2019) during the first year of recovery. Speculatively, these
regional structural changes might be long-term consequences of
disconnection-induced functional disruptions such as those reported
here, and this should be addressed by future work. Given that we also
observed clear effects of indirect disconnection on functional connec-
tivity, future studies on how structural disconnections impact local
regional structure might also incorporate measures of indirect structural
disconnection to assess the relative contributions of direct and indirect
structural disconnections to changes in local regional structure associated
with focal brain lesions.
4.3. Potential clinical implications
Our results have potential implications for the development and
refinement of techniques that aim to restore brain network function after
stroke. For example, there is growing interest in applying non-invasive
neuromodulatory techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) to facilitate stroke recovery (Grefkes and Ward, 2014; Hesse et al.,
2011; Naeser et al., 2012), and it has been previously proposed that the
putative benefits of techniques such as TMS for stroke recovery may be
dependent on the post-stroke structural network architecture (Grefkes
and Ward, 2014). The results of our analyses indicate that
patient-specific patterns of direct and indirect structural disconnections
provide relevant information about the post-stroke structural and func-
tional connectomes. This type of information could potentially be used to
both (1) identify potential TMS targets based on their residual post-stroke
connectivity patterns and (2) determine how the effects of TMS depend
on the attributes of the post-stroke structural connectome.
4.4. Limitations
A primary limitation of the current work is that the inferences are
necessarily restricted to the group-level rather than at the level of indi-
vidual patients. That is, while we show that sets of disconnected regions
on average show more severe functional connectivity disruptions than
sets of regions with spared connections across patients, we do not show
that our disconnection measures are sufficient to allow for the accurate
prediction of connection-level functional connectivity disruptions in an
individual patient, which will likely be necessary to enable the trans-
lation of these findings to clinical applications. Dedicated computational
modeling (Adhikari et al., 2017) and/or predictive modeling (Goni et al.,
2014) studies that incorporate comprehensive disconnection information
are therefore an important next step.
A second limitation is that our structural connectivity and discon-
nection measures are obtained by embedding patient lesions into a white
matter atlas that was constructed based on diffusion MRI data from
healthy individuals. Atlas-based approaches cannot account for differ-
ences in white matter anatomy across patients, and there is evidence that
such differences may contribute to variable outcomes after stroke (Forkel
et al., 2014). Nonetheless, the advantages of atlas-based approaches
make them an attractive option for studying the effects of brain lesions on
the structural connectome. For example, atlas-based measures do not
require expensive and time-consuming diffusion MRI data acquisition,
and they are less likely than patient-specific diffusionMRI measures to be
influenced by inter-individual differences in data quality or reconstruc-
tion, which may be particularly problematic for patients with gross
structural abnormalities such as lesions caused by stroke (Gleichgerrcht
et al., 2017). Atlas-based approaches also provide intuitively interpret-
able measures of expected structural disconnections that can be consis-
tently employed across independent samples. While the quality of
atlas-based measures necessarily depends upon the quality of the atlas
used, the streamline tractography atlas used here was constructed using
high angular resolution diffusion MRI data obtained from a very large
sample of healthy subjects (N¼842), and was expert-vetted to ensure
correspondence with the knownwhite matter anatomy (Yeh et al., 2018).
Nonetheless, dedicated empirical evaluations of atlas-based vs.
patient-specific structural disconnection measures are ultimately neces-
sary to determine the relative usefulness of atlas-based vs.
patient-specific structural connectivity measures for studying the effects
of focal brain lesions on the structural connectome.
A third limitation is that we did not consider other potential brain
pathologies that might contribute to disruptions of functional connec-
tivity. For example, recent work indicates that white matter hyper-
intensities (i.e. leukoaraiosis) resulting from cerebral small vessel disease
disrupt long-range structural connections and exacerbate the behavioral
consequences of stroke (Wilmskoetter et al., 2019). These and other
consequences of cerebral small vessel disease such as lacunar infarcts and
microbleeds might be reasonably expected to influence the functional
connectivity disruptions observed after stroke in affected patients, as
previous work has documented altered structure-function coupling in
elderly individuals with widespread white matter hyperintensities
(Reijmer et al., 2015). Even so, lacunar infarct load and white matter
disease severity in the patient sample studied here was relatively low
(Table 1).
Finally, while changes in SSPLs computed based on binary structural
connectivity matrices, such as those measured here, provide a simple and
straightforward means of estimating the indirect consequences of focal
brain lesions, they may be too coarse of a measure to allow for direct
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practical application. More complex network measures such as search
information (Goni et al., 2014) or communicability (Osmanlıoglu et al.,
2019) may provide more accurate descriptions of the higher-order
structural network topology, which may be necessary to enable clinical
translation. Ultimately, further research is necessary to further develop
and refine these measures, and dedicated experimental studies are
necessary to determine the practical utility of this type of information in
the context of non-invasive neuromodulation and other potential clinical
applications.
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